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FROSH CLASS TO ORGANIZE

Freshmen will be without a class organization for the next two weeks, or at least until a constitution is drawn up for the class.

The constitution of the Class of 44 was modeled after that of the Class of 43. I have very high expectations of the interest and participation of the freshmen, which will play in school activities.

As the freshmen can be organized they will elect two representatives to the student senate in addition to their own class officials. The Rev. Lawrence C. Leonard, S. J., director of the high school, will direct the selection of these representatives. The Rev. Lawrence J. Keeler, S. J., director of the college, will be the moderator of all freshman committees.

EVENING SCHOOL PROMISES REFUND TO CONSCRIPTS

First semester registrants of the Xavier Evening Division will receive full refund of their fees in the event they are called for military training next month, according to an announcement made by Father Robert E. Manning, His Excellency, the Rev. Robert E. Manning, His Excellency, the Rev.

The Evening Division, large unit of the university, last year enrolled a total of 820 students, and officials of the college anticipate an increased number of students this year.

The downtown unit is co-educational, women students comprising approximately 45 percent of the enrollment.

Although the first-week introduction of the building revealed the number of students who registered during the past week will fall appreciably below the regular college degree. Registrations for the winter courses will be in progress daily until October 18. Class sessions are scheduled to begin October 3.

PROFESSOR RECOVERING FROM RECENT SHOCK

The staff of the News extends its best wishes to Father Robert M. Manning, S. J., professor of classical language, who suffered a serious injury, last week, when he was thrown by a horse.

Professor Manning is at the Good Samaritan Hospital, recovering from a recent nervous shock. The Rev. Lawrence J. Leonard, S. J., professor of religion, is conducting Father Manning's classes until he returns.

ARCHBISHOP'S TALK TO HEARD COAST-TO-COAST

"It was but a natural development that the arena of Ignatius, directed by the Holy See, should undertake the Christian education of youth in order to restore, as far as possible, the sanctity of Christianity and to prepare the generation of tomorrow for its battle.

Thus, in words as applicable to 1940 as they were to 1860, Bishop Francis J. Sheehan, auxiliary bishop of the Diocese of Detroit, has also described the educational purpose of the Christian education of youth in order to restore, as far as possible, the sanctity of Christianity and to prepare the generation of tomorrow for its battle.

Standing before the altar erected for the occasion, Deacon John O'Connor, principal of the school, blessed the statue.

The purpose of the event was to stress the importance of religious education in the Christian life and to encourage participation in religious activities.

The event was considered a great success, with a large attendance and enthusiastic participation from the students and faculty.

Near 800 FILL FIELDHOUSE TO CLIMAX JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS

Addressing the mothers and friends of Xavier at the first fall meeting of the Booklets, Mrs. Frank J. Gorman, assistant moderator of the Booklets, made the following announcement:

"The Pontifical Mass on Sunday completes just the first half of the University of Xavier. The Archibishop, the Mayor and city officials, priests and nuns of various orders, and our friends have done all these things for which we are very grateful."

"I have the honor to announce that the future of Xavier University depends upon this centennial celebration.

"The booklets staff of the News is most eager to support all activities that will further this cause."
A Rising Spirit

COINCIDENT with the beginning of Xavier's second century seems to be the rebirth of Xavier school spirit. The movement was started last year and has been further fronted during the two-week-old 1948-49 term. Attendance at the pep rallies was greater than ever before and at the several Chapel services Xavier's position at the forefront of the student body for cooperation so well with the brethren was again made evident by the numerous and well-organized plans laid down by those in charge. Certa

We, the House, wish to take this early opportunity to point out that the craggy student body for cooperation so well with the brethren will be a chain of supporters. We, the House, wish to take this early opportunity to point out that the craggy student body for cooperation so well with the brethren will be a chain of supporters.

Let's 'Band' Together

FOLLOWING the game Friday night, we were astounded to find the most vocal student at Xavier would attempt to put our small-boned, good-looking, high-spirited gal against Notre Dame! How would we want him to. At the very least, he would be insincere.

There is a point in token that they went to be compared, our troubadours struck out their chins and did splendiferously.

We, the House, wish to take this early opportunity to point out that the craggy student body for cooperation so well with the brethren will be a chain of supporters. We, the House, wish to take this early opportunity to point out that the craggy student body for cooperation so well with the brethren will be a chain of supporters. We, the House, wish to take this early opportunity to point out that the craggy student body for cooperation so well with the brethren will be a chain of supporters.

Slipping, Buddy?

IT WOULD be interesting to ask a four-year man and find out what true means of gaining the information, to learn just how many Xavier men and women are in their pockets aside from the other compensation.

As one faculty member put it, the band is a "hanger student" which has never been assessed upon ourselves. The band needs the arts as much as any other school organization. So, if you have any musical ability at all, and if you have not yet worked your way to your place in the band, you are listening, brother freshman!

Of the fourteen laws schools under Catholic supervision which are approved by the American Bar Association, eleven are departments of Jesuit Universities.

9. Do you know if "Don Quixote" is a novel, a play, or a promenade Spanish revolutionary, or a type of furniture?

Do you think the authors of this examination should be given important? A plot is like a story if not well written attached to them?

The first nine questions are naturally very easy to rate a bit of national pub

Skepticism

This being an era of novel ideas the authors have decided to remain in style by proposing something never before done. Our proposition is this: Be re

As we shake out of the post the race is still young. The author thinks you this week we have seen—and will see—eggs of Humano

It is a mistake to think that Steve is a constitutionalist, and the second 99%.

Do you know where 100% of the money is on When
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Ex-Student Counsellor Joins Missionary Ranks

Rev. John E. Mahoney, S. J., To Embark In November

By JOHN BUNKER

When the time came for him to leave for the mission field, it may be presumed that he was not one to linger on the diagnosis of the distant land which will soon be his home.

I recently interviewed Rev. John E. Mahoney, S. J., who finds himself in the above position, having recently been appointed to the Patna Mission in India. Father Mahoney, who for two years has been student counsellor and proctor of religion at Xaverian University, is at present waiting for his missionary project from the Bishop of his diocese.

The trip is not absolutely definite as yet, for without the permit he cannot embark for India. He will not leave before the last of November. Mr. Thomas Bowe, S.J., also Father Mahoney's assistant, will also go to the mission field, but his companion has already completed their philosophical studies, and after further study in India, will be ordained there.

Father Mahoney disclosed many interesting details about the mysterious land to which he will be sent. Patna is located in the province of Bihar and Driens in northeastern India, near the Ganges River, with the Bengal province on the right, Burmah on the south, and the forbidden kingdom of Nepal to the north.

Hindus in Millions

The mission was entrusted by the Holy See to the Chicago province of the Society of Jesus in 1921. In that year, five priests were sent to the Patna Mission. Today, the number includes Bishop Bernard J. Sullivan, S. J., about 55 priests and 26 scholars, besides a number of Indian priests and lay brother clerks and laborers. When this number is compared to the teaching population of two in the entire mission, it becomes evident that about 1,000 students are taught in the Patna mission.

This missionary region, in the Patna mission, hence, is a key for the second class of boys for schools and two for girls.

To Go Via Pasisi

In leaving for India, Fr. Mahoney will take the longer trip of twenty days by way of the Pacific, as present conditions in Europe prevent him from going by way of the Atlantic route. He is preparing himself for the trip by learning the Hindi language. There are to main languages in this region, of which Hindi is one, and a numerable dialects. The Hindi word order is similar to Latin, which should make it a popular subject if offered in the curriculum at Xavier University.

I was anxious to learn what the written language looked like, and Father Mahoney obligingly wrote the quotation from Kipling's "Gunga Din" ("water ladle") as it looked like a combination of Egyptian hieroglyphics and Greek thrown in to boot.

1400 Students At Mass-Msgr. Quinn Is Speaker

"You, the students of Xavier today, are the beneficiaries of this 1400 years of thought and labor, planning and struggle. You are the heirs of a great tradition, upon whose shoulders falls the duty of holding aloft the ideals and principles that assure us our inheritance," declared the Very Rev. Msgr. Edward J. Quinn, to the effect that the education of the students of Xavier University, St. Xavie High School, Xavier University Preparatory School, and Xavier Commercial School, and St. Xavie Parish Band, lead by Rev. Francis W. Howard, D.D., Bishop of Covington, was the celebration.

"Today our nation is embarking on a great program of defense against the menace of destruction that has been unleashed upon the world," assayed Msgr. Quinn. "A call to arms has been made and men and industry are being conscripted for the defense. Xavier has anticipated the call of our President by financing our rifle companies with large amounts of rifle money. Are we as good sportsmen and archers as we can be?" he asked.

"In leaving for India, Father Mahoney will take the journey by way of the Pacific, as present conditions in Europe prevent him from going by way of the Atlantic route. He is preparing himself for the trip by learning the Hindi language. There are two main languages in this region, of which Hindi is one, and a numerable dialects. The Hindi word order is similar to Latin, which should make it a popular subject if offered in the curriculum at Xavier University."

I was anxious to learn what the written language looked like, and Father Mahoney obligingly wrote the quotation from Kipling's "Gunga Din" ("water ladle") as it looked like a combination of Egyptian hieroglyphics and Greek thrown in to boot.
Muskies Face St. Joe In Sunday Tilt

THIRD HOME GAME ON TAP

Sunday the Blue Battalion will tangle with the Pumas of St. Joseph in the Xavier Stadium for the last of a trio of Schahst day encounters. This will mark the second meeting between the two teams, with Xavier having a 6-3 win from last year.

The Pumas came last year, which was looked as a warm-up for the regular season, to prove to one of the toughest games on the list as the Indiana boys staved off the Muskies 19-0 at Greenbacker quarter when Minn Conver caught a 40 yard pass for the only score.

The St. Joe outfit coached by Joe Dierhart ball from college with the Xavier boys. The Puma line will have a small squad and rely on speed and a flashy passing attack on power backs.

Veteran Tackles

Two sophomore tackles who played for the Muskies will be back as Tony Sabatini and Nick Scollard, who will fill the backfield spots with soph Frank Burke and end another week in preparation for the fourth March game.

The center of the St. Joe line will be well fortified with veteran fullback, Menace Bechman, 150 pounder in center and Joe Keene and Duffy at guards. The backline of the St. Joe backfield will be Pete Varini, left tackle, who succeeded in the B.C. position, and Rich Horek, right tackle.

The game will be featured by the battle of the Scheme brothers. Art, senior-halfback and Muskie punter, will start in the X line-up. John, sophomore quarter-back and brother of Art and Paul, last season's Xavier Capt., will see plenty of action for the Pumas. John played a few minutes against Xavier last fall and Claimed himself to be quite a shifty runner.

Lucas may Start

The game Sunday may mark the return to the line-up of Nick Lucas, two yard regular and a great help to the Muskies line. Luke, injured in early season summer, has seen no action so far this year. But if there is no immediate need of Luke's services, he will probably be in another week's rest in preparation for the tough Battle game. In that event Thompson will again control the center and Lucas will fill Bill's place at a tackle.

The battle of the Scheme is still going on with Mulligan, a good defensive man, and Elmore Rave- enius, an offensive threat, struggling for the left end berth. Coach Clem Crowe will again give his squad backfield trio, "White" Meyer and Cat Mutryn at the halves and Bob Janes at full, a chance to show their wares. This soph aggregation has been giving the regalized vision of Vinman and McDaniel, halfback, and Art Sheets, backfield, plenty of battle.

To Show Against Muskies Sunday

from the Press Box

By Larry Heim

We recognized Xavier's extra cheerleader at the Kentucky game as an old friend of ours. "Happy" Felsch took time out from his vigil at the Crosley Field bleachers to provide Mus­kie fans with some of his slow motion antics.

This columnist asked Happy how he could afford to travel so extensively and see so many events. He replied that he had hitchhiked all the way from California and had arrived in Cincinnati with only $4.00 and his wondrous skill, "Baseball and football fans," he said, "are a great crowd, and anybody who's. goes wider over the gridiron they do their, treat like a brother. And as for money, that don't bother me at all. Right now I'm paying a couple of kids a nickel to watch my stand down at Crosley.

The highlight of last season was his "bouncing four" from Milwaukew to Los Angeles, some 600 miles in six days. "Happy" always has a job wherever the Green Bay Packers, pro football champ, play. He has followed the Packers for three years, and likes the crowds. (Continued on Page 5)

Gridiron Foes Chalk Up 5 Victories; Lose 2

The opponents on the Muskie backfield gridiron schedule came up with five victories and two losses and one tie over the week end.

St. Joseph of Indiana, the foe for the coming Sunday, sowed up an Indiana Conference win over Valparaiso to the tune of 14-0. Pete Varini, charging fullback, tallied both scores and Nick Scollard, soph tackle, booted both extra points.

The strong eleven from John Carroll, Big Four champs, barely edged out a determined Arkansas Tech outfit, 7-6. The Tech squad is reputed to be one of the best among the little college wavelengths.

With a Cincinnati product, Bill Heins of Hughes High, starring in the backfield, the Ohio University Bobcats eked out a 7-0 win over Youngstown. Marshall's Thundering Herd defeated Virginia Poly Institute by the score of 13-7.

Georgetown, last week's Muskie foe, downed Marietta, one of Ohio's smaller schools, 18-0. Ohio Wesleyan and Muskingum, two strong Buckeye teams, battled to a 6-0 tie.

Purdue, Big Ten hopeful, assayed to a 24-6 win over Butler. The Flyers from Dayton were taken by surprise by the Wabash eleven and beaten 7-0.

Blue Team Surprises By Low Score

Long Runs Win For U. K.

Battling against a team that was picked by most experts to win by four touchdowns, Xa­vier's fighting Muskies lost but down before the powerful University of Kentucky, 17 to 0, last Friday night, 13-0, in a hard-fought game.

Fresh from a 29-0 victory over the Baldwin-Wallace Yellow Jackets, the Kentucky outfit expected an easy win over Coach Clem Crowe's champs; but when the game ended, it was the Cats that knew they had met one of the toughest op­ponents they have had in their hopeful march toward the Ohio Valley Conference championshio.

Jonest Scores

Xavier got a break on the opening kickoff when Zeolter fumbled on his own 40-yard line and the Blue redeemed. "Happy" Meyer and Cat Mutryn picked up seven yards, but found all his receivers covered and skirted right end for five yards. On the next play, he passed to Litzinger in the end zone, but the ball was knocked down. Mutryn went back to nick down in the center, and try to tackle on the Xavier 45, where Kentucky took the ball on downs. After an ex­change of punts, Mutryn botched from his own line from the fifty-yard stripe where Junior Jones took the ball and raced through Allen and Inman with forty yards to score Kentucky's first touch­down. His score for the extra­point was wide.

Blue Threatens

At the end of the first quarter, Wieden intercepted a Kentucky pass on their 40 and carried the ball to the 30. Twenty-two substitutes were made at the start of the second quarter, Frank Bickel and Eugene Lilly of Xavier being the only excep­tions. MacDaniels was stopped at Quarterback "mouse" Himmler, who ran to the Kentucky 21. Fissman got an off tackle, and Art Sheez picked up nine yards and lowered the count down Kentucky hold and on fourth down MacDaniel dropped back to the thirty-five yard line where he was tackled. Ermal Allen went to the Kentucky 41, but on the next play Litzinger recovered a Kentucky fumble on the Xavier 47. Xavier made a four yard gain, but was forced to kick, and Texas Jack Finneman bootied the ball over the two yard line. Allen went to the twenty-five yard line in two plays and Mikeat was out for the extra point.

(Continued on Page 5)
FIELDHOUSE BECOMES CATHEDRAL FOR JUBILEE

Near 8000 Fill Fieldhouse To Climax Jubilee

(Continued from Page 1) his spiritual arts in the combination. Commenting upon contemporary world affairs, Archbishop McNicholas said: "The growing usurpation of power by governments everywhere is contrary to the natural and divine law. The inalienable rights of the individual and of the family are trampled upon. Under the false pretexts of protection and defense, freedom vanishes and dictatorship is established. There will be no overthrow of tyranny in the world until religion is restored. Democracy cannot be strengthened and placed on a firm basis as long as the moral order remains chaotic.

Need Of Moral Guide

"The world today must be taught morally and spiritually. It cannot be taught without a world teacher of morals. In the present crisis we must not neglect the ordinary defense which good judgment and common sense dictate, nor must we neglect the greater defense which is moral and spiritual. Neither destructive which is moral and spiritual, nor loyal were machines nor loyal.

Moral Schedule Opens With Fall Softball

With the White Sox and the Iron Men opening hostilities on the lower practice field last Thursday afternoon the intramural fall softball league made its initial bow. At the end of the fourth inning, play was called because of class, with the White Sox leading the Iron Men, 10-2.

Eight teams have been entered in this warm-up league according to Larry Heim, 1940-41 commissioner. The new director also of the scarcity of entries, will be said that this league, because operated as one division with no dorm and day sections. The schedule is expected to take up two weeks. When it is completed, six-man football will occupy the fall, and the addition of more entries is expected for the football league due to the inability to get the gridiron sport.

Among the teams entered in this fall schedule are the Gannets, the Nomads, the Beechnutters, the Musketeers, White Sox, and Iron Men.

Nomads Return

The Gannets, under the leadership of Jim Hart, won the crown in the day loop last year, but lost in the finals to the Pogliners, who had annexed the dorm title. Napoli, Wunderlich, and Schmerge are back for duty along with Mike Raymond, whose strong pitching arm was largely responsible for the team's success last year.

Also back from last year are the Nomads with another strong outfit. The Nomads, who claim that they have the best organized intramural group in the school, will be led this year by Frank Homemeyer. Lefty Farrell and Dutch Lowry are expected to make this team very tough to beat in the opening softball struggle. The Beechnutters are one of the two freshman teams entered, and are skippered by Tom Beecham. The other freshman team is composed mainly of dorm fresh with Pete Marino as the guiding light.

FROM THE PRESS BOX

(Continued from Page 4) they draw. Turning back to baseball, he sang the praises of Cincinnati, the best baseball town in the country, and home of the best baseball team. "Those Red'll cop this Series, but I'll take at least six games," was Happy's retort as he staggered past the ticket-takers onto the playing field.

And "crashing the gate" at Xavier Stadium is quite a feat, and one that stands out prominently, even among "Happy" Puhl's achievements.

Puma Coach

A. A. U. NAMES DAVIS PRESIDENT

Herb A. Davis, former Xavier transport star, was named the new president of the Ohio association, A. A. U. at the meeting of the group last Friday. Davis, at present the transportation director of Cincinnati in the Public Utilities Department, succeeds James Cunningham, who held the post for eight years. Davis was an ace halfback on the Musketeer football team, and also played on the Ohio basketball and baseball squads.
SODALITY WILL BE SPLIT INTO TWO DIVISIONS

The Sodality this year will be divided into two groups, the freshman division and the upperclassmen division, the moderator Rev. Daniel J. Broderick, has announced Monday. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors, who com-

The Freshman Sodality is to meet bi-weekly. One gath-

Some groups have been arranged among the freshmen

Four study groups have been arranged among the freshmen

New Members For
Heidelberg Club

Dr. Eric Seeman, assistant pro-

Dr. Eric Seeman, assistant pro-

XAVIER MOURNS
CORCORAN’S DEATH

Xavier recently mourned the passing of Mr. Thomas J. Corcoran, the Philipstown representative for the erection of the lighting system at the stadium. Xavier, a member of the Heideldom club and a member of the Sodality, was deeply saddened by the news. He expressed his condolences to the family and friends of Mr. Corcoran.

Mr. Corcoran was an integral part of the community and a dedicated member of the Heidelberg Club. He will be deeply missed by all who knew him.

Pep Rallyers
Waken Populace,
Enliven Town

The pep rally was a great success, and the students were in high spirits. The rally was held in the school's gymnasium, and the students were dressed in their best school spirit apparel.

The rally began with the national anthem, and then the students were divided into two teams. The winning team was announced as the champion of the pep rally.

The Sodality's death will be felt by the entire school community. The school will hold a memorial service for Mr. Corcoran, and the Sodality will hold a special meeting to discuss ways to honor his memory.

COPE MILTHERE
the

COOLER, MINDER, BETTER-TASTING

OK. What's new about Smoker's
Cigarette

There's a whole World's Series of
good smoking in Chesterfield...that's why
it's the master's cigarette. The best tobaccos
in all of Tobacco. Better for MILDNESS,
COOLNESS, AND BETTER TASTE.

Do you smoke the
cigarette that SATISFIES

Graduates Given
Opportunity For
Air Commissions

Opportunity for college gradu-

tes to find immediate employ-

At the beginning of this year, the Army Air Corps Reserve offered a special opportunity for college graduates to join the Air Corps. The special program, known as the Xavier Air Corps Reserve program, was established to provide an opportunity for college graduates to gain valuable experience in the military while earning a college degree.

The program was open to graduates who had completed at least one year of college and were considering a career in the military. The program offered a unique opportunity for students to gain experience in the Air Corps while earning a college degree.

The program was highly competitive, and only students who met strict eligibility requirements were selected. The program was designed to provide a valuable opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military.

Several students from Xavier were selected to participate in the program, and they were offered the opportunity to attend basic training and earn a college degree.

The program was a great opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military and earning a college degree. The program was highly competitive, and only students who met strict eligibility requirements were selected. The program was designed to provide a valuable opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military.

Copyright 1941. Limited to a single copy.

Beneath the tower of St. Xavier Church, the Sodality is attending a meeting, and the members are dressed in their best school spirit apparel.

The meeting was held in the school's gymnasium, and the students were divided into two teams. The winning team was announced as the champion of the meeting.

The Sodality's death will be felt by the entire school community. The school will hold a memorial service for Mr. Corcoran, and the Sodality will hold a special meeting to discuss ways to honor his memory.
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Seventh line: "Xavier recently mourned the passing of Mr. Thomas J. Corcoran, the Philipstown representative for the erection of the lighting system at the stadium. Xavier, a member of the Heideldom club and a member of the Sodality, was deeply saddened by the news. He expressed his condolences to the family and friends of Mr. Corcoran.

Eighth line: "Mr. Corcoran was an integral part of the community and a dedicated member of the Heidelberg Club. He will be deeply missed by all who knew him."
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Tenth line: "The pep rally was a great success, and the students were in high spirits. The rally was held in the school's gymnasium, and the students were dressed in their best school spirit apparel.

Eleventh line: "The Sodality's death will be felt by the entire school community. The school will hold a memorial service for Mr. Corcoran, and the Sodality will hold a special meeting to discuss ways to honor his memory."
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Twentieth line: "The program was open to graduates who had completed at least one year of college and were considering a career in the military. The program offered a unique opportunity for students to gain experience in the Air Corps while earning a college degree."

Twenty-first line: "The program was highly competitive, and only students who met strict eligibility requirements were selected. The program was designed to provide a valuable opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military."

Twenty-second line: "Several students from Xavier were selected to participate in the program, and they were offered the opportunity to attend basic training and earn a college degree."

Twenty-third line: "The program was a great opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military and earning a college degree. The program was highly competitive, and only students who met strict eligibility requirements were selected. The program was designed to provide a valuable opportunity for students who were interested in pursuing a career in the military."
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